The Ocean Clubhouse

“In harmony
with nature.”
Eric L. Blum
president/aiec

FRONT ELEVATION

REAR ELEVATION

THE OCEAN CLUBHOUSE
Since 2015, a renewal of our facilities has been underway. A focus on providing our Members and
guests with unforgettable experiences in harmony with the oceanfront setting of Amelia Island has
driven our plans for a robust renovation of the Ocean Clubhouse.
A state-of-the-art kitchen, additional dining and bar venues, and improved club functionality will
provide a world-class resort experience for Members to enjoy for years to come. The Ocean
Clubhouse has expanded to 25,974 conditioned square feet and will include:
E
 xpanded and enhanced casual dining opportunities on both clubhouse levels
and poolside.
Upgraded Palmetto Room to enrich Members’ experience during special events, holidays,
and private functions.
Upgraded interior design throughout.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Casual Dining/Sea Oats

Poolside Casual Dining and Bar

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Palmetto Room
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THE OCEAN CLUBHOUSE

Dining/Ocean View

Casual Dining and Bar

CASUAL DINING
The new upstairs casual dining room features a striking drywall and plaster ceiling that forms
undulating shoreline shapes. At night, the room glows with inset lighting, paneled wood walls,
and custom macramé chandeliers.
Reminiscent of seaside resorts in Portugal, the room also features blue and ecru patterned tile
on the floor and bar face, and hand-forged metal shelving to create the back bar. The stone
bar top features fragments of ocean shells and tumbled seaglass, and can seat up to 15 with
ocean views for all.
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Outdoor Dining Terrace
and Cabana with Panoramic
Views of the Atlantic

SEASIDE EVENT OASIS
Dinner banquet area for up to 200 of your closest friends and family
Seaside wedding on the lawn
Private women’s lounge for wedding parties
Gallery for guests
Indoor and outdoor staircase for portraits
Poolside bar for cocktail hour
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THE OCEAN CLUBHOUSE

THE PALMETTO ROOM
The Palmetto Room features varieties of blues and greens inspired by the sky and ocean. Eleven-foottall windows in the grand ballroom are stained a rich knotty alder color, which accents the warm finish
on the dining chairs.
Custom carpeting mirrors the colors and textures of the ocean with an organic, freeform pattern
inspired by coral reef formations. The ceiling millwork is directly inspired by the geometric patterns
found on Amelia Island’s native gopher tortoise. Multiple glass chandeliers, featuring water droplet
glass plates suspended by bronze metal branches, hone in on the coastal setting of the Ocean Club.
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5 Ocean Club Dr.
Amelia Island, FL 32034
www.ameliaislandclub.com

